TEST POZIOMUJĄCY Z JĘZYKA ANGIELSKIEGO

1. Where ……………… your wife from?
2. How are you?

are |

I’m fine, thanks. |

It’s my. |

in |

He’s |

6. I got ……… expensive watch for my birthday.
7. Look at that young girl. She ……………
8. Can you give me those ……………,
dictionary |

9. What do you do?

an |

-

has 16 years. |

Has |

the match finishes? |

on |

more dirty |

does

of
the dirtiest |

Yes, I take a steak, please. |

14. Are you ready to order?

I’m doing a test.

Haves

with |

13. The city is …………… than the country.

is 16 years.

dictionaries

I’m work in a bank. |

12. I’m really fond ………… British humour.

dirtier

Yes, I’ll have a steak,

Yes, I’d like to a steak, please.
I visit my friends at weekends. |

15. What are your plans for this weekend?
a party. |

His

does the match finish? |

11. What time …………………?
the match finishes?

please. |

It’s David’s.

a|

dictionarys |

Have |

10. ………… Bob got a car?

at

Him |

is 16. |

I’m a lawyer. |

Have a nice day.

on |

It’s mine bike. |

5. This is my brother. …… name’s Nick

please?

come

How do you do? |

3. Our lessons are ………………… Thursdays.
4. Whose bike is it?

is |

I’m having

I going to the opera.

16. I need …………… about the flights.
information |

an information |

informations

17. Where ……………… born?

were you |

18. John speaks French very ………………….

was you |
good |

19. Look at the sky. It ……………… a nice day.
20. Susan ………………… the dress on.
21. Nobody …………… at home.

is |

22. Have you ever been ………… Paris?

did you

bad |

is going to be |

didn’t tried |
are |
in |

B: Neither won’t I. |

well
will |

didn’t try |

looks
wasn’t try

isn't
at |

23. We will cancel the meeting if Jack ………………… late.
24. A: I won’t tell Luke.

some

to
will be |

B: So will I. |

is |

come

B: Neither will I.
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25. What …………… when you called her?
doing

was she doing |

26. It was …………… lecture. I enjoyed it very much.
interesting |

did she do |

she was

such an interesting |

so

such interesting

27. ………………… wear a uniform at work?

Must you |

28. Mr. Stevens ………… a fast car recently.

bought |

Do you have to |

May you

has bought |

29. If you won a lot of money, what ……………………… it on?

had bought

will you spend |

you would

spent |
would you spend
30. This is the restaurant ……………… serves the most delicious food in
Warsaw.

where |

which |

who

31. I ……………… very shy when I was a teenager.
being

used to be |

would be |

32. When I ………………………… at the party, it had already finished.
up |

used to

picked up |

took

turned up

33. We ……………………… on time if we hadn’t got lost.

would have arrived |

would

wouldn’t have arrived

arrive |

34. They spent a lot of time ............... at the pictures in the gallery.
looking |

looking |

on

to look

35. I’m a keen tennis player but I’ve twisted my ankle. I wish ………………… it.
I hadn’t twisted |

twist |

I didn’t

I wouldn’t twist

36. The teacher asked her, “What’s your name?”. The teacher asked ………………………
her name |

what was her name |

what is

what her name was

37. He ……………………… his studies by the end of the year.

will be completing |

will have

completed |
will have been completed
38. .................... from Michael, all the group arrived on
time.

apart |

except |

besides

39. There’s no reply when I ring him. He ……………………… the office.
left |

might not have left |

must have left

40. The convict ……………………… to prison now.
been taken
41. Excuse me Sir, where ………………?
cut? |

need have

has taken |

cut you your hair? |

is being taken |

did you have your hair

you have your hair cut?
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is

42. No sooner …………………… from flu than he caught a bad cold.
recovered |

he recovered |

had he recovered

43. ………………… its high price, she purchased the Porsche.
despite |
spite
44. I am obliged to ……………… you of the changes in our work
policy.

notify |

mention |

although |

likely |

prone |

46. Nobody expected this course of events. His decision came ……………….
moon |
blue in the face |
47. Parkinson’s disease is said to be

49. It takes all sorts ……………………….
tricks |

once in a blue

gratitude |

imcurable

recognition

to look before you leap |

to teach an old dog new

to make a world

50. There isn’t a grain of truth in his story. He has …………………….
it |

affected

out of the blue

…………………….
uncurable |
incurable |
48. I don’t know how to express my ……………… for your
acknowledgement |

in

telling

45. Young children are ………………… to various diseases.

help.

he had

made it up |

made up for it

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. WRITE 5 – 10 SENTENCES.
1. What do you do in your free time?
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made for

2. Describe the best / worst holiday you’ve ever had.

3. What improvements would you suggest to the education system in Poland?
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